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• What does ‘Enterprise’ mean to you?
Key enterprise skills

• creative thinking, team working, presentation, design, planning and communication
• learn how to take an idea, develop it and build a viable business model
• cultivate a proactive 'can do' mindset
• become more employable
• do something new and have fun!
Enterprise and Entrepreneurship in MPLS

https://www.mpls.ox.ac.uk/enterprise
Lunchtime workshops....
Innovation and Impact courses
Workshops mixing entrepreneurial DPhils with MBAs....
Talks by new and successful DPhil entrepreneurs....
#Started in Oxford Demo night!
A Progressive Enterprise Programme for MPLS

BUILD
Advanced courses with SBS (I2I, VIEW)

EXPLORE
Lunchtime talks
Half- and 1- day courses
4-5 day intensive programme

LEARN
Introduction to Enterprise and Entrepreneurship
Basics of IP and Communications
Enterprise and Entrepreneurship in MPLS

https://www.mpls.ox.ac.uk/enterprise
Enterprising Oxford encourages, promotes and supports entrepreneurship at the University of Oxford

eship.ox.ac.uk